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Women in the World (WIW) Logo Animates onto
Screen / Background Colors Match WIW Summit
Colors / Moves to Bottom Right Corner

Music Up

Text Fades onto Screen:

For every birth, there’s a story to be told.
We asked people at the
2013 Newsweek and The Daily Beast’s
Women in the World Summit
to share their stories…
Teboho

I remember the day my son was born, way back in
1979. And the greatest thing for me was actually
meeting him.

Jennifer

Because of being twins, I was enormous, and I went
five weeks early, and they actually induced me.] [I did
have them naturally. They were 20 minutes apart, and
they were just beautiful and they were big.

Amelia

I had a complicated pregnancy. So for me, the most
memorable thing, my -- my birth was scary and
exciting.] [It’s changed my life. It gave me purpose.
You know, purpose to do -- succeed despite it all.

Erin

I spent most of the day laboring on my own. I made it
to a hospital with 11 minutes before he was born. I
actually caught him myself, and it was amazing. It was
the most empowering, amazing time.

Nancy

After he was born, and I was holding him, just how
amazed I was that this child was mine, and this
experience had come to fruition in my life.

Kristina

It ended so quickly after being such a long day, and
it’s just like -- your life changed dramatically, just from
that one moment on.

Alisha

She came out and just, the touch, and the smell, and
just everything about my baby, to -- to think that I had
brought in this life who’s now six years old] [To have a
baby is a beautiful thing.
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Text Fades onto Screen:

Help us make sure that no birth day story
goes untold. (all on 1 line)
Text Fades onto Screen:

Share yours today on
Facebook.com/MerckforMothers
to help us celebrate the inspiring and
touching moments of a mother giving birth.
Merck Logo & for Merck for Mothers Logo
Animate onto Screen with Swoosh
Music Resolves / TRT - 1:52
Fade to Black
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